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SEQUEL Software Exhibits Integration  

with Oracle JD Edwards at Collaborate 2014 

Attendees can demo powerful JDE data access and reporting with SEQUEL in Las Vegas 
 
 

Minneapolis, MN, April 4, 2014—SEQUEL Software, a division of HelpSystems, will be exhibiting its 
integration with Oracle JD Edwards at Collaborate 2014 on April 7–11 in Las Vegas, NV.  
 

SEQUEL Software data access specialists will be on-hand to demonstrate how seamlessly SEQUEL 
integrates with JDE software installed on IBM i servers and provides business intelligence for both 
technical and non-technical users.  

 
“With SEQUEL, JD Edwards users can build business information reports, displays, and dashboards in a way that other 
tools don’t,” stated Mike Stegeman, SEQUEL Sr. Data Access Specialist. “SEQUEL has the advanced functionality to 

handle JDE’s complex data sets, such user-defined fields, decimal points, and dates in a user friendly way.”  
 
SEQUEL simplifies access to JD Edwards database information by converting data and link field attribute 

information from JDE dictionary files and parsing into a useable view, without changing the original 
dictionary database files.   
 

SEQUEL will be available to demonstrate throughout the Collaborate 2014 show at booth #321.  
 

About SEQUEL Software  
SEQUEL Software, a division of HelpSystems, provides easy-to-use business intelligence solutions that 

offer real-time data access for IBM i and remote, multi-platform databases, and provides true data 
empowerment for end users. 
 

About HelpSystems 
HelpSystems, LLC is a leading provider of systems management, security, and business intelligence 
solutions. HelpSystems software reduces data center costs by improving operational control and delivery 

of IT services. Founded in 1982, the company has 14 offices worldwide and more than 7,000 customers 
from small businesses to Fortune 100 companies. Based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, HelpSystems sells its 
solutions directly and through strategic partners worldwide. 

 
HelpSystems brands include: Robot, SEQUEL Software, PowerTech, Skybot Software, Bytware, 
Safestone, CCSS, InterMapper, and ShowCase. Learn more at www.helpsystems.com.  
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